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EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS 

What's interesting about what we do is that we have taken a very undesirable 
piece of land in Appalachia and in 3 season converted it into a profitable organic 
farm (about 1 acre in vegetables) pumping out truckloads of premium produce, 
year-round.  We make most of our living off the vegetables, with the other large 
chunk coming from our fruit tree nursery business.  The difference between what 
we do and what Curtis Stone does, is that we have zero high-level restaurant 
accounts (those don't exist here) and we instead direct-retail sell most of what we 
produce, with a few other local accounts with restaurants and a health food 
store.  We have no CSA, 1 farmer’s market (which we have become the top seller 
at) and no WWOOFERS and no regular employees.   
 
While the Curtis Stone and JM concepts of 6-figure income on 1 acre sounds 
super attractive, those numbers just don't really pan out in reality out here, and I 
think if people try to get into small-scale farming with those elite numbers as 
goals, there is bound to be a lot of frustration and disappointment.  Can we be 
satisfied as farmers and survive financially making 30-40k a year?  Why not!  
 

 Blake prefers to call customer, clientele, because of the ongoing 
relationship with them. 

 In his small market it was important to take time to educate his customers. 
o He often gave out samples of unfamiliar crops to get people to try 

them. 
 He approached his first farmers market was a way to build a customer base, 

grow connections, and network. 
o Sales were important, but secondary.   
o He had realistic expectations - he started with only a few products, so 

realistically he couldn't expect much. 
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 He realized early on that it's important to grow what the client wants, not 
what you want. 

o Don't try to push your agenda onto everyone else.  Slowly introduce 
your agenda as you can teach people. 

o What are people asking for?  What are other growers growing? 
o You have to be receptive to what people are saying and asking for 

and be observant. 
 To maximize square footage he produced what had a high market value 

and what was space efficient. 
o Also grows crops which others don't have to give you a market 

advantage. 
 “There is something attractive about having a premium product and pricing 

it that way.” 
o Grow the best and price it that way.  The price says a lot about how 

customers perceive you, your farm, and your products. 
 "I'd rather make less money than have my life feel frenetic and overly busy, 

just to try to make more money for needs I don't have." 
 Focus on what's working, and have it work even better, and stay away from 

stuff that's a sinking ship. 
 Choosing varieties correctly, including hybrids, has contributed to his 

success. 

Connect with Blake: 

Peaceful Heritage Farm: Purveyors and Distributors of Superior Edible and Medicinal Plants  
Email: order@peacefulheritage.com 

We are a permaculture-oriented, Certified Organic family-farm and mail-order nursery located 
in Crab Orchard, Kentucky, USA.   
 
We specialize in superior fruiting plants including heirloom fruit trees, selected superior and 
grafted pawpaw trees, fruiting shrubs, berry vines, and perennial plants that perform 
exceptionally well in the Southeast, Mid-Atlantic and warmer parts of the Mid-Western USA, as 
well as other regions across the USA.   
Our plants also will thrive in other areas, but our focus is on this little-served and sometimes 
challenging fruit-growing region.  
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